Dear Students and Senior Consultants,

I would like to invite you warmly to an excursion to Oberstdorf in the wintry Alps next Saturday,  

February 9th. 2019.

The highlight is a hiking trip through a gorge (narrow canyon) called Breitachklamm, http://www.breitachklamm.com/winter/.  

Details of the tour:  

The Breitach is a small creek flowing in a deep valley of up to 50 meters depth and with rocks rising up on the right and left side. The water from the surface is frozen and forms majestic icicles. We will walk on a path on the right or left side of the creek, which is secured by railings. The path is strewn with split. For your own safety it is highly recommended to wear winter shoes with grippy soles.  

The total length of walking tour is around 7 km, thereof the tour along the gorge 2 km. Estimated total time is about 2:30 hours. Winter shoes are recommended!

Information on travelling and conditions of participation  

Expenses of excursion: You pay only parts of the transportation cost of € 10,00. Cost of bus transportation and entrance fee to Breitachklamm will payed by ASSIST.  

We’ll meet at the main station Ulm HBF at 9 o’clock. 

Travel time (by train): approx 2:00 hours one way. In Oberstdorf we will take the bus to the Walserschanze, the entrance of the Breitachklamm. The walking tour through the impressive Breitachklamm and back to Oberstdorf.

There you have time to see Oberstdorf.  

The train goes back to Ulm 16:38 or 17:40 o’clock as we decide.  

Student-ID card: Please bring your student-ID card along to get the reduced fee for the gorge.

Food and drinks: Please bring along with you your own victuals. Food is also available in a restaurant before entering the gorge.

Registration request:  

Please send your binding registration latest on Thursday, February 7th 2019. Maximum number of participants 20.

Registration confirmation will be sent by email to all accepted participants latest on Friday, February 8th 2019. The excursion is an event voluntarily arranged by senior consultants of ASSIST. It is not performed by the University of Ulm.

Best regards,

Petra Wieland  
Phone 0176 56909305  
On behalf of the ASSIST-Team